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The VSA Volume Spread Analysis (VSA) methodology uses a multidimensional approach to market analysis and looks at the relationship between spread prices or ranges and VSA volumes as a way of analyzing the proprietary market of experienced traders, Tom Williams, a highly successful member of the professional
trading syndicate in the 1960s, and the creator of the TradeGuider system, the VSA method works exceptionally well in highlighting the imbalance of demand and supply. Wyckoff, a famous trader in the 1920s, used his trading decisions about supply and demand in the market and how they linked them to professional
activities - trading 'Smart Money' (Wyckoff's principles continue to teach at Golden Gate University in San Francisco). In any business, there is money involved and profits to be made, there are experts. Doctors are generally known as professionals, but they specialize in certain areas of medicine. Financial markets are
no different. Financial markets have experts specializing in certain instruments as well: cereal stocks, FOREX and others. The activities of these professional entrepreneurs, and more importantly, their true intentions are clearly reflected in the price chart if traders know how to read. Quantity is an important indicator for
professional operators. The analysis of quantitative spreads seeks to establish the cause of price movements, and from the cause predicts the future direction of the price 'cause', rather, it is only an imbalance between supply and demand in the market, which is generated by the activities of professional operators. It is a
close study of the reactions of these experts, marketing experts, or 'Smart Money', which will teach you the future market behavior. These variables are the quantity of quantities in the price bar, price spread or range of bars (do not confuse the bid/ask spread) and the closing price in the spread of the bar. For accurate
volume analysis, one must realize that the recorded volume data contains only half of the meaning needed for accurate analysis. The other half of the meaning is found in the price range. The quantity usually indicates the increased number of activities and the corresponding price spreads show price movements in that
volume. The result is bullish or bear-based movements based on widespread market conditions. The 'Smart Money' operation in the market is aware of the emotions that drive you and traders or investors who do not have the information to trade. Why are members of the global self-regulating exchanges? To keep the
actual volume data as far away from you as possible. The reason is because they know it's important to analyze the market! The importance and importance of quantity appears little to be understood by most non-professional traders. Perhaps this is because there is very little information and limited tutorials available in
the key parts of this technical analysis. Using a chart with no volume data is similar to buying a car without a gasoline tank. In cases where the dosage is handled in other forms of technical analysis, it is often viewed in isolation or average in some way in an extended time frame. Analyzing the quantity or price for the
subject is something that can not be divided into simple mathematical formulas. This is one of the reasons that there are so many technical indicators. Some formulations work best for the market, some circuits are better for volatile situations, while others are better when prices are trending. Some technical indicators try
to combine volume and price movements together. This is a better way, but rest assured that this method is limited as well, because sometimes the market goes up in high doses. But it can do the same thing in low doses. Prices can go sideways suddenly or even drop in the same amount. Therefore, there are other
factors. at work, clearly. Price and quantity are closely linked, and the relationship is a complex one, which is why the analysis of the volume spread was initially developed. The meaning and importance of volume is often underestimated by most beginners, but volume is a very important component of the technical
analysis of the chart. It indicates the number of transactions that occur in the market and the price range shows the movements associated with it. However, the market can be bullish on high or low volumes, prices can develop in the horizontal range or even decrease in equal amounts. The Forex market moves
according to the demand and supply of the currency. If there is more to buy than a sale, the currency is appreciated. If there is more sales than a purchase, but for the currency to appreciate the purchase is not the most important factor, so the actual bullish trend arises, there must be a lack of orders (distribution), most
forex traders completely neglect that a major purchase occurs during the accumulation process. These purchases appear on the chart as bear candlesticks with increased vsa volumes teach that market power is evidenced by bear candlesticks and vice versa by market weakness, evidenced by bullish candlesticks. The
conclusion is contrary to what most beginners think. For the actual downtrend to occur, there must be a shortage of purchase orders. The only operator in the market can inject purchases at such a level as professionals and institutions. However, it has already positioned itself in the sales side during the distribution
process. Sales by experts are indicated in bullish candlestick charts with significantly higher volumes. Prices continue to fall until the mark ends. Professional traders buy during the sale, for example, by declaring bad news, which incentivizes many investors (herd) to sell at a loss. Professionals can immediately recognize
that closing the bar in the middle of his range with large quantities means that the transfer takes place from the professional to the herd by the latter in the wrong position of the market. Sales Specialists at retail stores (distribution process) After purchase at wholesale (cumulative term) Open a crypto demo account,
execute trading (part one) The current international financial environment looks like a specially expanded monetary policy run by ... read more&gt; Passive and aggressive forex trading, traders often use passive and aggressive orders in their daily lives. Read more &gt; Rates of Change (ROC) in Forex Market Technical
Analysis The rate of change (ROC) is momentum... 9:52am Read more&gt;Spread volume or VSA candle analysis (or bar) and volume per candle to determine the price direction by finding supply and demand, taking into account 3 main factors: 1.Volume per candlestick (or bar) 2.Spread range– which is high and low
per candle of 3.Closing price, is it associated with the spread range by way of spread? If you do not do so, check this guide. Now here's an example of 3 key factors of VSA: the stock opened at 95 and went to hit a high of 105, but it couldn't maintain and dropped to 100 off midway between the open and high. The volume
for this bar must be immediately compared to the average volume or with the previous volume. The interpretation is discussed below. What you need to know about VSA: 1. About 60% to 70% of the volume bar belongs to entrepreneurs and institutions that are smarter than you and me. 2. You must check multiple time
frames before analyzing the volume to determine the support level and the resistance. Start with the month – move to a week, and check the day – hour, whatever is lower is the sound. This is because the practitioner knows how to play the game, the charter examines the singular time frame. It means that operators are
trying to play the trader game.  Don't forget to analyze multiple time frames while doing so. Your job is to look for strength in down-bar and weaknesses in the up-bar. Range (check the interpretation below) 6.vsa insignificant openness can be used in any time frame — Scalpers can use it on 3m-5m candles - traders
within other days can use it in charts of 15m and 30m - BTST traders can analyze VSA in a time frame of 1H, 2H and daily - traders position should analyze weekly, daily and monthly VSA 7 you must compare the bar with the volume bar 2-4 earlier to determine the movement of money 8. It's all about candlesticks. - How
to draw a trend line - How to check the interpretation, analysis, multi volume spread, time frame in this example, I have used the Yes Bank Daily chart, please note that you can apply the interpretation below to the chart of your choice and follow the instructions above. A&amp;C: A large candle range with an increased
volume in this sample, the volume bar is greater than the previous 2-4 volume bars, and the candle is red with a large body. Closing is next to the lowest point of the day. This means that the trader dumped the stock that day and the next opening will be reduced. B: Small candle body with an increased volume in this
sample, the volume is exceptionally high compared to the previous volume bar of the candle is green and more importantly, sales are rejected and near the peak. This means that entrepreneurs buy hard stocks and perhaps retail may come out or short. A small candle body with a solid volume is a telling sign that
something is going to give, and this is a signal that is free from any indicator. In this case, as you can see from continuous candles, Yes Bank shares jumped from about 170 levels to 210+ in a few days. You can use this analysis with bear candles too for short. C: Small candles with increased volume (bear samples) In
this example, the volume is exceptionally high compared to the previous volumetric bar. The candle is red and, more importantly, the purchase is rejected and closed near low. This means that entrepreneurs have sold hard stocks and perhaps retail may come in and get stuck. This is a candle of 25-1-19 (Friday) and
according to VSA expect the stock to see the sale proceeds on 27-1-19 (Monday) &amp; F: Large candle body with low volume, large candle body (bullish or bear) with low or average volume means that major players are trying to play retail games. However, there is no guarantee that, therefore, you should add ema 10
to your special VSA analysis while analyzing large, low-volume candles. In the above example, despite the low volume, stocks have fallen (E) and increased (F) act contrary to the theory. The signal is not to buy shares contrary to the VSA (F) 10EMA buy signal even with VSA recommending the average volume
summary even if VSA is a very effective technique, it works better when you use it with your favorite technical indicators. In this way, you will be confirmed twice. Read all the links and content above and practice on the chart to achieve expertise. Maintain excel worksheets and enter your observations or paper trading,
and check the results after a month to measure your success percentage. Another thing: If you're a trader within days, add a VWAP to your settings for a sharper signal. As you practice the next VSA, reading your chart will sharpen and % your trading success will increase over time.
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